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MAJOR BENIN BRONZE PLAQUE, REMBRANDT PRINT,
OTHER WORKS OF ART ENTER CMA COLLECTION

CLEVELAND— One of the finest Benin bronze plaques in the United States will go on

view this week among new acquisitions at the Cleveland Museum of Art, museum director

Robert P. Bergman announced today. “This is a truly outstanding piece from one of the great

historic cultures of Africa, that will stand with the best Benin bronzes in any American or

European collection,” said Bergman. The plaque goes on view Friday, March 12, along with

the museum’s first painting by a 19‘*'-century Chinese artist, prints and drawings from Old

Master to contemporary, and early photographs.

The Benin plaque dates to about A.D. 1500-1700. Since the 14* century, the Edo

people of southern Nigeria have been ruled by a dynasty of divine kings known as ohas. At

the heart of the coital city ofBenin is the palace, which includes the oba’s residence, a

complex that was splendidly decorated with numerous reliefplaques like this one depicting

historical events and court life. The Cleveland panel is unusually large at over 1 8 inches tall

and over 14 inches wide. Its medium is actually cast brass, though Benin brass is commonly

called bronze. The metal was made largely from European copper manillas acquired after

intense trade was established between Europe ^d Africa in the late 15* century.

The three-figure composition of this example portrays the oba in the center supported

on either side by two attendants (a royal pose still seen today). The oba’s regalia signify both

wealth and spiritual power. Coral beads, symbolic of the sea god, adorn his head, neck, torso,

and legs. Crocodile-head brass pendants (also associated with the sea god) emphasize the

oba’s power to punish. A richly patterned cloth encircles his waist. The oba’s supporters are

also ofnoble rank, as indicated by their coral-beaded necklaces and headgear and their

patterned skirts.

The provenance of this exceptional plaque relates it to a dark episode in African-

European relations. In 1897, British military forces attacked Benin City in retaliation for a

massacre. The reigning oba was deposed and sent into exile, while hundreds of artworks from

the palace were confiscated and shipped to England. Much of the material was sold by the

British Foreign Office and dispersed to collections and museums throughout Europe. The
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largest groups ofBenin’s treasures were amassed by the British Museum and the Museums of

Ethnology in Berlin and Vienna. (The Vierma museum lent CMA and other U.S. museums

some of its finest examples in the Benin: Royal Art of Africa exhibition shown here in

1994.) Cleveland’s newly acquired plaque entered the collection ofthe British Museum in

1898, where it remained until it was oflficially removed fi-om the collection in 1950.

Additional Benin objects deaccessioned from the British Museum are now in Nigerian

national museums.

“The plaque epitomizes the naturalism and technical accomplishment characteristic

ofBenin’s artistic apogee in the 16* and 17* century,” said Margaret Young-S^chez,

CMA’s associate curator of art of the Americas, Africa, and Oceania. “It is exceptional not

only for its scale and complexity but also for its crisply defined forms and fully three-

dimensional projecting arms. The incised decoration covering the background and skirts of

the figures is finely executed and sharp. Successful casting ofthis relief using the ancient

lost-wax technique required tremendous skill.”

In Cleveland, the plaque joins a small but distinguished group ofBenin artworks at

the museum, including a fine brass portrait head, a superb example of a carved ivory tusk,

another (single-figure) plaque, and several ritual objects ofbrass and wood.

The museum’s newly acquired Chinese painting is by Xugu (1823/4-1896), one of

the most innovative painters of the Shanghai school, known for his bold brushwork

juxtaposed with rich washes. He was especially known for painting plants instead of the more

traditional landscape subjects, and this hanging scroll portrays aPipa (Loquat) tree, symbolic

of wealth and prosperity thanks to its abundant fioiit. Xugu’s paintings are extremely rare

outside China’s public museums. Says CMA director Bergman, “Just as the 19* century in

American and European art was under-appreciated until recent years, so have the artists of

19*-century Asia often been unfairly overlooked until lately. We believe this is the finest

Xugu in the United States, and we’re delighted to be able to push ahead into this new area of

19*-century Chinese painting with such a magnificent example. We are fortunate that our

curator of Chinese art, Ju-hsi Chou, has particular expertise in this area.”

Two works by European Old Masters have entered the prints and drawings

collections. Both portray scenes from the life of Christ. Rembrandt van Rijn, the famous

painter, was also perhaps the greatest experimental printmaker who ever lived. At the height

of his printmaking career in the 1650s, he made four images from the life of Christ (of which

CMA’s collection already included three). The fourth and final image in the cycle to be



added to CMA’s collection is from Christ’s infancy— The Presentation in the Temple in the

DarkManner. It conveys the poignant moment when the elderly Simeon held the Christ child

up to the high priest while the Virgin and Joseph humbly knelt in shadow. Rembrandt’s

unsystematic network of fine crosshatching in the background creates an evocative

atmosphere in which forms emerge from shimmering half-lights.

A scene from Christ’s Passion was drawn by Giandomenico Tiepolo (1727-1804),

son of frescoist Giambattista Tiepolo. It comes from the artist’s so-called “Large Biblical

Series.” Titled The Disrobing ofChrist (from the Stations of the Cross), the large and highly

finished composition includes the subtle irony of one of the executioners, hammer in hand,

on his knees in front of Christ.

Two important 19*-century French photographs have joined CMA’s small but

growing collection ofworks from the earliest days of the medium in the 1840s and 1850s.

One is the museum’s first example in the popular format ofstereoscopic photography. It is a

hand-colored daguerreotype of a woman. Untitled (Nude), by the critically acclaimed French

artist Alexis Gouin (American-bom?, ca 1800-1855). Gouin was a pioneer in the

daguerreotype process. He was trained as a miniaturist and became known for his subtle and

naturalistic application ofpigment over the daguerreotype image’s polished silver surface.

The second photograph among the new acquisitions is Plaster Castfrom the Depaulis

Collection, by Henri Le Secq, one of the most important figures in early French photography.

Primarily a painter, Le Secq began making photographs in order to gather study material for

his genre scenes, but soon was recognized as one of the preeminent photographers of

architecture and monuments.

The gift last year of Cleveland Indian, a 1998 painting by contemporary artist R. B.

Kitaj (given by Agnes Gund), has led to a gift from the artist himself Kitaj (American, bom

in Cleveland, 1932) has donated a charcoal self-portrait from 1994. In light of his long

devotion to baseball— in particular to Cleveland’s team— he has drawn himself wearing an

old Indians hat (with a ‘C’ on the front) and a modem jersey.

* * *

Additional notable acquisitions:

Dr. and Mrs. Paul J. Vignos, Jr. gave an important drawing of a tender, heart-wrenching

scene by the 19‘*’-century French master Jean-Fran9ois Millet (1814-1875). Called

L 'EnfantMalade (Sick Child), it has the sketchy quality of the artist’s first thoughts on

paper, and is likely Millet’s primary drawing of the image of father, mother, and babe-in-



arais. This work from 1858 joins the museum’s other Millet drawing, a pastel from

around the same time called First Steps.

Two more works were purchased from the BP America, Inc. collection. One is a set of 12

lithographs by sculptor Claes Oldenburg called //otes (1968). Based on his sketches in

notebooks, they reflect his acute observations of everyday life in urban America and his

humorous fantasies. The printing of this set was an ambitious undertaking involving 104

colors and as many as 16 separate runs through the press for each sheet. The other work

from BP’s collection is an oil and enamel study by pioneer conceptual artist Mel Bochner

(American, bom 1940). Called Quarry (Study), this 1983 work explores the mathematics

and geometry that inform much ofBochner’s work.

An earthenware vessel from the Wari culture (Peru, about A.D. 500-800) is an extremely

unusual barrel shape in virtually perfect condition. Like much Wari art, the finely painted

decorations on this piece include a rayed face or mask, with split eyes and a fanged

mouth, recalling the Gateway of the Sun monument (near Lake Titicaca, Bolivia) and

other ancient art created by the neighboring Tiwanaku culture.

The John Singer Sargent Portrait ofMrs. Ralph Curtis, acquired by CMA in November, will

remain on view in the recent acquisitions gallery. Beginning this week, the following works

will go on view there as well, replacing earlier acquisitions: the Benin plaque, the Xugu

painting, the drawings by Tiepolo and Millet, the Wari vessel, and a 20*-century silk and

gilt-thread textile by Paul Rodier. Begiiming in April, light-sensitive works will be removed

from view and replaced with others.

*

For more information about the museum, visit CMA on the Web at www. clemusart.com .
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